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the glass is being elastically compressed along the line AC'C while pressure is being applied.
However, in 'addition to this compression, the glass is also capable of a continuous structural
change in response to its new pressure-temperature environment. . This change also involves
densification,due to a rearrangement of the tetrahedra so as to use up some of the void space.
At the given pressure, the structural change adjusts the density to a point corresponding to D.
The kinetics 'of such a change are extremely rapid. Upon release of pressure, however, the structural change in the reverse direction is extremely dinicult, and hence, the glass does not return
from D to A: instead, the elastic compression which is stored in D is released and the glass returns
to a position E. Finally, it is plotted as a point in graph of the type of Fig. I at the pressure of
the run corresponding to B'. Figs. I and those like it, the refore, are generated by a sequence of
points corresponding to B'.
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Curve DE represents, schematically, the relense of the compression ofthe del/sifted silica
glass when the external pressure is quel/ched
The index of refraction was calculated, from
the compressibility data given by Birch et
al.", from the molar refraction relation
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The step C'D represents, schematically, the
resultant structural change which may il/ fact
have taken place across a more complex path
/rom A to D.
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Curve AB'B represents the measured index of
refraction of quenched silica glass as funclion
of pressure. Cllrve AC'C represents the calcilIated il/dex of refractiol/ of the glass ul/der
the applied pressure.
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Influence of temperature
From the fact that silica glass has an extremely low thermal expansion, it might have been
predicted that the densification would not be increased il' tilt: temperature of the run was increased
a few hundred degrees Celsius. The fact s, however, prove to be quite different. The temperature of the run had a profollnd inlluence on the final density of the glass. This is shown in Fig. 2
where the density of the resultant si lica glass has been plotted against temperature in isobaric
runs. The results so far mi ght suggest that temperat ure was merely serving to accelerate the
reaction and bring the glass to its equ ilibrium vallie mon; quickly . This is true to a certain extent,
and is illustrated by the inability to obtain a Illca~lIrahh; t:hange in the silica glass at room temperature at 10 kb, while at 7 kb and 675 " an incn.:a~c in rerractive index to 1·467 was recorded.
However, the main effect of temperature' is quite liilrcrellt. It appears that at each pressure and
temperature there is an equilibrium or pseutfoequilibriul11 structure of the glass which is attained
very rapidly and then hardly changes at all. One can hardly explain otherwise the fact that silica
glass heated to, say, 200 at 60 kb comes to equilibrium in I or 2 min., and does not change thereafter, even in a period of days, while heating to 400 at the same pressure also gives a psuedoequilibrium value within a minute or two which is distinctly higher. The structural state of the
glass therefore appears to be a rather ensitive indicator of both its pressure and temperature
environment.
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Siructural aspects of densificalioll process
If the hypothesis is correct that the clensification of the glass by high pressure is achieved at
the expense of the rearrangement of the tetrahedra to usc up void space in the structure, then it
ought to be possible to chet:k the hypothesis by a st lIdy or the influence of pressure on .glasses
in which the percentage of voids is difrerent. i\ systematic study has been attempted by a
thorou gh evaluation of three glas~es of the wmpo'iitions R~O, 0·1 MgO, 2·9 SiOz with the alkali
ion changing from lithium to potassium. The n:sults of' the measurements are shown in Figs. 5
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